evaluated for w = 0; in (30) we make special conventions of the same type as those made in connection with (13).
In connection with Theorem 4, it is of interest to note the unexpanded forms corresponding to (20) E [log (#/<.
•)]»= I «(*)«**= | (g(*)-/(*))d*+I ƒ(*)<**.
For x an integer, ƒ(#) = (log N-x log a) n . As the second derivative of (log N-x log a) n is nonnegative, we have that
As the area between ƒ (x) and g(x) is a series of triangles whose bases are all unity and whose combined altitude equals (log i\f) w , ƒ.
to+1
(«(*)-ƒ(*))<**= (log W2.
DEFINITION. Let f n {x) be a polynomial in x defined by the following recursion on n:
PROOF BY INDUCTION ON n. If » = 1, put w= [log ff/log 2]. Then 2°, 2 1 , 2 2 , • • • , 2 W are all not greater than x, so that cj)i(x) = w + 1 > log #/log 2 = /i(log #).
Assume that the theorem is true for n. Then <j> n +i(x) is the number of integers not greater than x, having no prime factor greater than pn+i. These may be counted as follows. First count the ones not di-visible by p n +i-There are <t> n (x) of these. Then count the ones divisible by pn+i, but not by (p n +i) 2 . There are c/> n (x/p n+ i) of these, and so on. Hence, if w = [log x/log p n +i], then
s*=0 ««=«0
By Lemma 3 and the definition of/ w+ i(x), we get 
1
( »Si
PROOF BY INDUCTION ON n. If n = 1, the proof is simple. Suppose the lemma true for n. Let 2i*, 2 2 *, • • • , 2) w * denote the elementary symmetric functions of log 3, log 5, log 7, • • • , log /> n +i. Then 2i* = Si + log £ n+1 , 2 2 * = 2 2 + Si log p n+l , -• • , 2 n *_i = 2 n _i + 2 n _ 2 log ^w + i, 2 n * = S w _i log /> n+ i.
From these relations, it readily follows that jf w +i(ff) has the desired form. The value computed for fu(x) was checked by use of the above explicit formula. The computations were performed on a ten place machine, the tenth place being rounded off. This produced unavoidable errors in the tenth significant figure. However, the largest discrepancy
